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News Release
TEAM PROTON R3 SCORES DOUBLE WIN AT MALAYSIA CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
-

Hard fought victories by Team PROTON R3 Iriz sees drivers claim MCS championship lead
2019 Proton Saga scores podium while making competition debut
Design For Speed livery design contest for Sepang 1000km race launched

Subang Jaya, 27 August 2019 – Team PROTON R3 (R3) and the 2019 Proton Iriz dominated Round 4 of the 2019 Malaysia
Championship Series (MCS) by clinching a double victory, vaulting drivers Fariqe Hairuman and Syafiq Ali into the overall MProduction class championship lead.
The 2019 Proton Saga meanwhile made its racing debut in the hands of returning driver Admi Shahrul. After qualifying seventh
on the grid, the brand new race machine finished fourth in its first ever race before scoring a podium with a third place finish in
race two on Sunday.
Team PROTON R3 targets MCS championship and Sepang 1000km in November
After winning both gruelling one hour races during Round 4 of the MCS at the Sepang International Circuit (SIC), Team Proton
R3 have now taken the lead for both the drivers and team championship in the M-Production class. With one round left in the
2019 series, the team is confident of retaining both titles.
In race one, Team Proton R3’s Suprima S and Iriz started from the front row and worked together to keep the field at bay. Their
superior handling and pit work lead to a 1-2 finish with the Iriz taking the chequered flag. The Saga meanwhile came home in
fourth and proved it had the inherent speed and handling to challenge for victory.
For race two, the Iriz remained the fastest car in the field and claimed its second victory for the weekend. The Saga improved
by one spot and finished third, therefore claiming a podium spot during its debut race weekend.
“Round four of the MCS was tough as we wanted to score maximum points while also developing the 2019 Iriz and 2019 Saga
race cars. Both show a lot of promise, thanks to the excellent performance qualities of the road cars, and we will be using them
for the 2019 edition of the Sepang 1000KM (S1K). As for the MCS, there is still one round to go and we are confident of hitting
our targets and retaining both championship titles,” said Gary Lee, Team Principal of Proton R3.
R3 invites talented Malaysian artists to be part of its team for S1K
Having recently announced its Lady Drivers Search and Mentorship Programme for teams running Proton models in the
Malaysia Speed Festival (MSF) series, Team Proton R3 have launched an exciting new contest that will allow participants to be
a part of the team while stamping their mark on PROTON’s racing heritage.
The Design For Speed contest invites all Malaysians aged 18 and above to submit their most creative livery design for a Proton
Saga racing car that will be campaigned by R3 in the S1K race from 22-24 November. Cash prizes will be awarded to the best
three designs along with invites to attend the race as a VIP guest of the team. The grand prize winner will see their livery design
applied to one of the two R3 Proton Sagas taking part in the race, thus ensuring their work will be seen by thousands of Malaysian
racing fans.
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“This will be the first time R3 is inviting the public to submit a design for one of its racing cars. We want the contest winners to
experience the excitement of being a part of the most successful team in the S1K as their livery zooms around the track. The
Lady Drivers Search winners will also be competing at the same event with our regular drivers, so it will be an exciting weekend
for R3 as we seek our fifth win and third in a row,” added Gary Lee.
Full contest details and a design template can be viewed at:
https://www.proton.com/en/promotions/design-for-speed-contest-2019
-EndAbout PROTON
PROTON Holdings Berhad is 50.1% owned by DRB-HICOM Berhad and 49.9% by Zhejiang Geely Holding Group Co. Ltd.
Established in 1983, it is the only full-fledged OEM car manufacturer that is complete with research and development (R&D)
facility in South-East Asia and was established with three primary national policy objectives, which are, to spearhead the
development of component manufacturing industries, to acquire and upgrade technology and industrial skills within the
automotive manufacturing industry and to strengthen the international competitiveness of Malaysia’s industrial capability.
1985 marked a momentous year in Malaysia’s history when the country’s first national car, the Proton Saga, rolled out for the
masses. Since then, its offerings include versatile and reliable four-door family vehicles such as the Saga and Persona, stylish
executive sedans such as Prevé, the elegant executive D-segment Perdana as well as spacious and affordable multi-purpose
vehicles like the Exora and Ertiga. There is also the sleek sporty Suprima S that is packed with performance and the bold and
stylish Iriz than emphasises safety and is the most affordable 5-Star ASEAN NCAP car.
PROTON is more than just a car company as its inception as a key driver of national development has seen the brand accelerate
its learning curve through technology transfer with strategic partnership and technical collaborations. There is no doubt that it
has helped grow the Malaysian economy through its progress and success in the automobile industry.
By listening to the needs of customers, PROTON cars are now steadily on track to achieve the mission for the future, with
PROTON set to become a marque which builds quality and safe cars with passion and soul; cars that are enjoyable to drive and a pleasure to own. For more information, visit http://www.proton.com.
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